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This new step will provide synergies and 
expand the operations in the Brazilian market
HMC Capital expands its operations in Latam taking control of 
Gama Investimentos and fully integrating with HMC ITJ, its 
Brazilian operational joint venture since 2012. The group has 
strengthened its local presence and set the basis to run the 
entire business under one global platform, exploring better all 
the synergies, and offering dynamic solutions in the Brazilian 
market to its clients.

The consolidated structure of HMC Capital will work alongside 
the Brazilian operations to structure the most modern solutions 
and offer the best investment opportunities to its clients. In 
addition, the acquisition positions the firm as one of the leading 
alternative investments platforms globally.

“After more than ten years as a joint venture in Brazil, 
the operations are now integrated. We are moving 
towards the construction of a unique platform that serves 
its clients with excellence, connecting them to local and 
global asset managers. We continue to bring access and 
the best investment opportunities throughout our third 

HMC Capital expands Brazilian operation and 
becomes shareholder of Gama Investimentos, a 
fund manager focused on offshore alternatives and 
liquid investments

party and proprietary investment products/funds” says 
Felipe Held, Co-Founder and CEO of HMC Capital.

HMC Capital and HMC ITJ were advised by Setter (financial 
adviser). 

GAMA

Gama Investimentos has been managed by HMC ITJ during 2022 
so it will continue its operations in feeder funds, serving Brazi-
lian investors, and benefitting from the global expertise of HMC 
Capital.

Gama expects to be the main independent feeder funds and 
offshore investments platform in Brazil. Bernardo Queima, CEO 
of Gama, sees this moment with great optimism. "We are very 
committed to unlock the best investment opportunities to 
our clients, and we acknowledge Latin America's growth 
potential in the ecosystem" he adds.

Queima also points out that the growth and success of the firm 
will be an “equation of access to the best opportunities and 
adding innovation to our structuring capabilities to serve 
and bring it to all type of investors.”

About Gama Investimentos
Gama Investimentos is a Brazilian-regulated fund manager focused on making high quality global investments accessible to Brazilian 
clients. Gama develops strategic partnerships with the world's leading fund managers, maximizing and diversifying its clients’ portfo-
lios. Gama combines structuring, management, and excellence in risk control with premium pre/post-sales experience.  The goal is to 
provide access to differentiated products and investment intelligence, seeking diversification and maximizing risk reward. www.gamain-
vestimentos.com.br

About HMC Capital
HMC Capital is a global alternative investment firm with US$ 14 billion in assets under management and advisory from institutional and 
private investors. Founded in 2009, HMC Capital invests across multiple asset classes and geographies with a focus on Private Equity, 
Credit, Real Estate and Venture/Growth. HMC Capital operates in 7 countries with a team of 80+ professionals across the United States 
and Latin America providing local experience, market know-how, independence and commitment to capture and structure the best 
investment opportunities worldwide. www.hmccap.com 


